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 422 WAR AND DISCOVERY IN ARABIA
 are now undertaking in Morocco, will wish them every success in their great
 and arduous task. I thank His Excellency most heartily for his most valuable
 address.
 H.E. the Spanish Ambassador : A very few words of thanks to my
 colleague Sir Arthur Hardinge for his very kind and over-flattering references
 to myself, and also for the great friendship he has shown to my country and to
 my people in his remarks to you this evening. My thanks also to him for
 having so ably supplemented, with the authority of an Eastern scholar and of
 a traveller in our zone, my words to you to-night. My thanks to the Royal
 Geographical Society, and in particular to its President, for its great hospitality
 and for having allowed me to speak to the Society, an honour which is so
 highly prized all over the world, as all over the world has the fame of the
 Society been extended. Diplomacy should, I imagine, be looked upon as an
 angel of peace?if so, it has two wings, the two wings which enable it to exercise
 its ministry in an efficient way are certainly History and Geography. There?
 fore, there is no diplomat who cannot feel the deepest sympathy with those
 institutions which foster the knowledge of the world, and they must feel
 particularly honoured and grateful when such a great Society as this receives
 them and consents to listen to them.
 WAR AND DISCOVERY IN ARABIA
 D. G. Hogarth, C.M.G,
 Read at the Meeting of the Sodety, 29 March 1920.
 FOUR years of world-wide destruction do not suggest constructive activity, even in the omain of science. Nevertheless it is a fact
 that during the late war; science, although it placed its resources at the
 service of destruction, has achieved, on several lines, much constructive
 progress, which would not have been accomplished nearly so quickly but
 for the war, and has not been made in vain. Others will claim for
 rriedicine, chemistry, and other sciences the credit due to them on this
 account. It is for me to try to state for the credit of Geography only
 what was added, as a by-product of the war, to our knowledge of one
 fraction of the land-surface of the globe?the fraction on which less light
 had been shed previously than on almost any other, outside Polar regions.
 Up to 1914 our best knowledge of the peninsula of Arabia was every-
 where sketchy, and of more than half its great area?larger than peninsular
 India?it scarcely amounted to anything worth mention. The virtually
 unknown regions lay in the centre?especially in its western half; in the
 south, most of which was unexplored a few miles back from the shore-
 line; and in at least two-thirds of the western or Red Sea slope.
 The greater part of this last region had been barred as a Holy Land to
 European explorers, unless they would risk themselves in a furtive dis-
 guise, which hindered, if it did not absolutely preclude, them from observ-
 ing and recording facts and features of geographical interest.
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 Of these three great areas, the Centre, the South, and the West, I intend
 to-night to devote my time almost wholly to the last; and for that reason
 I have given my paper the title announced : for it was only in the west of
 the peninsula that we were engaged in active operations of war within a
 country previously unknown. Our Aden fighting took place, first and last,
 in a region all too familiar. It is true that, through certain activities, due
 directly to the war, we did add considerably to our knowledge about some
 parts of the other regions; but not only does time forbid my dwelling
 upon these, but also, concerning one of them, the Centre, Mr. Philby, who
 was the chief agent of discovery and speaks at first hand, has com-
 municated already to this Society some of his results, and will relate the
 rest shortly.
 (A) Let me only bear my witness that, thanks almost entirely to him,
 Southern Nejd?a very large area?is now about as well known to us, as
 was any part of Arabia before the war. We can speak without fear about
 its orography in general, and the highland system of Jebel Towaik in
 particular; about its hydrography, especially the lines of drainage from
 the south-western ridge of the peninsula, and the destination of that
 drainage in the east; about the limits of its capacity to maintain settled
 life, in which connection should be noticed Mr. Philby's remarkable dis-
 coveries of perennial pools, rumoured long ago but discredited; and,
 finally, about the character, economy, and social organization of its popula-
 tion. His negative results are as valuable as his positive. We are certain
 at last that there is no chain of oases, connecting Nejd with either the
 highland valleys of eastern Asir, or the settled districts of Nejran and the
 Yemen hinterland; that Harig and Dawasir are not tropic paradises, long
 screened from profane eyes; and that there is neither a hidden region of
 fertility between South Nejd and the Gulf, nor any settled spot between
 the same and either Oman or the Hadramaut. Mr. Philby thinks, on his
 information, that he could cross the great Red Desert; but he has learned
 that it will be desert travelling all the way.
 (B) About the south, in which I include all the south-west, i.e. Yemen
 and Asir (which under the Turks was a province of Yemen), I must say a
 little more. The war did not lead to any European explorer penetrating
 not only the Great South Desert, but even its southern and western fringe
 lands, e.g. Hadramaut, the back-country of Yemen, or for any considerable
 distance, any part of Yemen itself that can be regarded as terra incognita.
 But nevertheless, apart from what Mr. Philby learned of the Great Desert
 when skirting its northern border, we have acquired at second hand an
 amount of knowledge, topographical, economic, social and political, of
 Yemen and Asir which makes the handbooks compiled during the war by the
 Arab Bureau, Cairo, and by the Admiralty War StafF, present an extraordi-
 nary contrast to any Intelligence publication on Arabia that we possessed
 previously. The credit is due chiefly to K. Cornwallis, who, in 1916, worked
 indefatigably at Cairo, questionirig and cross-questioning every native of
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 Yemen and Asir, and every itinerant trader, who could be rounded up in the
 bazaar. As the result of infinitely tedious labour, he extracted detailed infor?
 mation about almost every district of Yemen, its natural features, communica?
 tions, products, and tribal population. He scheduled, for example, nearly
 eighty main tribal units of Yemen proper, together with the sub-tribes and
 clans of each; and nearly sixty, with like details, of Asir. His work has been
 checked again and again, on the spot, by the political officers of our ships
 which operated along the coast, and not only has it almost invariably been
 confirmed, but it has often been found to go further and deeper than any
 information which those officers could procure for themselves. No better
 piece of intelligence work was done in the war. We owe much also to Lieut.
 Wyman Bury, r.n.v.r., well known to this Society as a first-hand authority
 on South-West Arabia. He took up Cornwallis's work at a later stage, and
 by similar means, supplemented by his own knowledge of the interior of
 Yemen, he added a good deal that has not yet been printed?notably a
 number of route-reports for the almost unknown southern highlands, to the
 description of which Colonel Jacob and the Aden Political Department
 have also contributed much. In the north of the highland district we
 have pushed our exact knowledge up to Khamr, whereas previously we
 had only the sketchiest of information as far as Amran, 30 miles south.
 There now remain only the northernmost highland district, that of Saada,
 and the desert fringe from Marib to Nejran; and even of these we have
 learned a good deal more than before the war. When is some one going
 to get through from Ebhah in Asir, by way of Saada, the original capital
 of the Zeidi Imams, to Khamr and Sanaa? or from Sanaa, by way of
 Marib, to Hadramaut? Those feats of exploration would be worth the
 discomforts and dangers of South-West Arabian travel.
 How little we knew of Asir before the war may be judged by the fact
 that we could not place Ebhah on the map within a day's journey in any
 direction, although it was the capital of the country and the headquarters
 of the Turkish force which we proposed to help Idrisi to fight; for we were
 ignorant that it is simply the Menadir of Mohammed Ali's Asir campaign,
 a name now given to one quarter only of the town. We had to
 learn, too, that the Aidh family, which dominates it, is the only one of
 general authority in highland Asir, and that the writ of our ally, Idrisi,
 ran in a restricted area of the lowlands. None of our people got up to
 Ebhah, not even when the Turks surrendered under the armistice; and
 only an Indian medical officer saw even Sabbia, Idrisi's capital, which lies
 about 20 miles inland from Jeizan; but Captain Mohammed Fazl ed-Din's
 report tells us pretty well all there is to know about the latter place.
 About the littoral, the coming and going of our patrol-ships have left us
 little to learn; and in the course of Idrisi's final campaign, in the autumn
 of 1918, officers of ours were able at last to mix freely with his people and
 to meet tribesmen from the least-known parts of the interior, even from
 the obscure Ismailiyah (Ishmaelite) society of the Beni Yam, many hundred
 2 G
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 miles away to the east. Mr. Philby also met some of this strange tribe in
 the depths of Wadi Dawasir.
 (C) Now for the West?that Holy Land of Hejaz, so long jealously
 closed. Here a select few of our own race did penetrate, fight, and see the
 land and its people; but never, be it observed, without the knowledge
 and concurrence of King Husein or one of his sons, who with patience and
 tact converted their wild warriors from hostile distrust to tolerance and at
 last to frank acceptance of Christian allies in their midst. Actually,
 however, the first Europeans to enter Hejaz during the war were Germans.
 These were two parties trying to make their way homewards from the Far
 East by perilous land-routes because the sea was closed. The first, in the
 early months of 1915, was that wrecking party, some fifty strong, which
 the Emden, after landing it on the Cocos Islands, had to leave to its fate
 when the Sydney appeared out of the blue. After an Odyssey of adventure,
 conducted with conspicuous courage and address by its commander, Von
 Mucke, the party landed at Lith, the southernmost port-village of Hejaz,
 and there collected camels, by grace partly of Husein who had not yet
 broken with the Turks, partly of four machine-guns and a very ample
 equipment of small arms. The Germans proceeded a hundred miles
 northwards along the coast and got through to Jiddah, but not without
 the loss of some of their number in a desperate pass from which nothing
 but the Sherif's intervention with the Harb tribesmen enabled any to
 escape. Beleaguered for three days and two nights till their water failed
 and their dead camels poisoned the air, the Germans did not lose heart
 in the face of elusive and almost invisible foes; and one cannot but be
 glad that in the end such stout men did win through by sea and land to
 safety?the more because they are reported to have spoken up boldly on
 their way back, at Adana, where they found the usual Armenian pogrom
 afoot. They had had the luck of the brave. At the moment when they
 got into the Red Sea, our blockade was in virtual suspense for political
 reasons, and coastwise craft were rarely being interfered with.
 The other party, three months later, was composed of nine Germans
 from the East Indies, who, under a Captain Von Miiller, had landed in the
 east of the Aden protectorate and reached Jiddah unharmed. Against the
 wish of the Turkish authorities there, who advised that the sea was less
 dangerous, they persisted in proceeding by land. They were held up
 a short distance south of Rabugh by Harb tribesmen of the Zobeid section,
 who after a short parley and a profession of Islamic faith by the Germans,
 hacked them in pieces with peculiar ferocity. Some torn pages of Bury's
 'Land of Uz,' taken from one of these Germans and clotted with blood,
 came long afterwards into my hands.
 Both these enemy parties travelled roads of which we have no other
 record by Europeans either before or during the war; but such description
 as I have seen of the Emdens' journey adds practically nothing to data de-
 rived from native report or observation from our patrol-ships ; for the track
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 taken lay throughout, except for a short cut behind a coastal range, close to
 the coral beach. I myself have seen a point on it about a day's march
 south of Jiddah, and been told there that the same featureless coastal strip
 of decomposed coral, backed by low dunes, faced by reefs, and dotted
 sparsely with coarse tufts of vegetation, extends all the way to Lith. A
 detailed Emden report some day may give us more precise distances
 between wells; but that, I expect, will be all we shall gain of geographical
 interest.
 There were two outstanding problems of Hejaz geography before the
 war. First, where and of what character is the watershed between the
 drainage known to flow north-east by eastward from the back country of
 Hejaz (e.g. from Kheibar to the Persian Gulf down tributaries of the
 great Rumma artery), and, on the other hand, that flowing to the Red Sea
 by such channels as Wadi Fatima which approaches Mecca, and more
 particularly by the great Wadi Hamdh, one fork of which makes the
 fertility of the Medina district ? Is the water-parting on the Asir highlands,
 which runs not more than 100 miles from the Red Sea, continued north-
 wards, in like proximity to the coast, by the heights west of Taif and the
 great block of lava-capped highland (harrd), which is interposed between
 Mecca and Medina ? How do the other harras north of that and west of
 the Hejaz Railway, culminatimg in the Aueirid massif, where Doughty
 roamed with his Moahib friends forty years ago, lie in regard to the water-
 parting ? Are the Taif waters, and those of a great channel, which Burton
 crossed and re-crossed while following the eastern road from Medina to
 Mecca in 1854, drained to the Gulf? and does the main slope of the
 peninsula through Nejd, Kasim, and Jebel Shammar begin just behind
 Mecca and Medina, or further inland? The problem involves both
 orography and hydrography, and is obscured by the survival, on or near
 the gable-ridge, of great massifs protected by lava caps, which, nevertheless,
 are not necessarily part of the main watershed, though often much
 more lofty.
 Secondly, there was a cartographic problem. On what line of longitude
 does almost any inland point of Hejaz really lie? Especially, how
 far back from the coast at any point, even at its terminus, Medina, is
 the Hejaz railway, the modern cartographer's starting-point of longitudinal
 determination in the peninsula by process of computation ?
 About these two problems I shall try to tell you briefly what we have
 learned, and how we came to learn it. Afterwards I shall touch on two
 or three minor questions, which have been elucidated, rotably the scenery
 of the western slope of Arabia, and the topography of Medina and its
 district.
 x. The Watershed Problem.
 Beginning with the south, we owe (among many other things) to
 T. E. Lawrence, who took care in Arabia to learn with his ears quite as
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 much as he saw with his eyes, a decisive piece of information from no less
 an authority than the Emir Faisul. The latter, in the course of a con-
 versation about the natural features of Hejaz, stated that the large Wadi
 called Agig, which flows by Taif from a distant source in the heights
 south-west of the town, passes far to the east of Mecca and goes north?
 ward all the way to Medina. It flows to the west of Mount Ohod,
 and falls some distance below the town into Wadi Hamdh. This
 information extends the Hamdh's basin over 300 miles further south
 than we ever suspected, and makes that great water channel well over
 600 miles in length, or more probably, when windings are allowed for,
 over 700 or 800 miles. We knew already that pilgrims, taking the main
 road towards Rabugh, had to cross a Wadi Agig not far south-west of
 Medina; but we had no idea that it was the same channel that flows by
 Taif, more than 300 miles away. According to Faisul, it bears in its
 middle course, after passing the Harret Muteir, another name, Wadi
 Shaiba. The eastern Pilgrim Road from Mecca to Medina (Darb esh-
 Shargi), which goes east of the great lava-capped massif, already mentioned
 as blocking the direct line between those towns, crosses Wadi Agig about
 80 miles north-north-east of Mecca ; and it looks more than probable
 that the deep valley, into which Burton, following that road, descended
 several times, was this same channel, whose windings the road cuts off
 from time to time after the manner of Arab caravan-tracks; and that it is
 its ground-water which makes that Pilgrim way possible.
 In any case there is no doubt that this affluent of Wadi Hamdh flows
 east of the whole length of the central lava-capped harra of Hejaz; and,
 therefore, not only does the main water-dividing ridge of the peninsula
 lie inland of Taif, but inland also of the central harra. But we do not
 yet know the exact course of the Ridge, though we do know that in Asir
 to the south it lies west of Taraba and Bisha, and that in the north it
 runs through the Kheibar harra. A straight line drawn between these
 two points leaves the Darb esh-Shargi and Taif well to the west, and cuts
 another large block of harra which Doughty and others have crossed on
 the journey from Kasim to Mecca, about 150 miles before reaching the
 latter. The main peninsular water-parting, therefore, runs at this point
 about twice as far from the Red Sea as in Asir.
 As for the northern part of the Hejaz Ridge, it is evidently continued
 from Kheibar by a broad concave land-shelf, whose culmination lies east,
 not west, of the Hejaz railway, though west of the latter the lava-capped
 Aueirid range overtops it considerably. The eastward drainage from
 this range spends itself in the hollow of the shelf itself. Lawrence, after
 crossing the line north of Muaddham in May 1917, found the eastern rim
 of the hollow of the watershed, between the inland drainage and that falling
 to Wadi Sirhan, about 20 miles further east. There is no marked ridge
 at this point, but an easy desert swell. The hollow itself is a trough-like
 depression with general north-and-south direction, interrupted north of
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 Medain Salih by a low saddle ; and from a point about 35 miles south of
 Maan, the railway takes advantage of it. Descending the escarpment
 of Butn el-Ghul, it follows the trough for about 230 miles, crosses the
 saddle and falls again into a similar trough which lasts at least as far as
 Seil Matara, some 30 miles south of el-Ala. After surmounting another
 low pass, it descends into an affiuent valley of the Hamdh system, and
 continues within the basin of the latter to Medina.
 For information about the southern system of the Hejaz railway, which
 was so ill known to us before the war that we could not even enumerate
 correctly its stations south of el-Ala, we are indebted to British officers,
 attached at one time or another to the army of Emir Abdullah, while he
 lay in Wadi Ais, a great left-bank tributary of the Hamdh previously un-
 known. Their business was partly to look after the small Egyptian
 contingent, partly to instruct the Emir's force in railway demolition, the
 line being within striking distance by night march. They generally
 accompanied their pupils and had to do most of their work for them.
 The honour of the first leadership of such a party is with Captain
 Garland, an expert in explosives, who rode with Arabs all the way up
 from the coast, about 130 miles, to effect his purpose and returned the
 same long way. It was a plucky action, since the temper of Bedawins
 at sight of a Christian was still uncertain at that epoch, and Garland
 had not been in Arabia before. He well deserved the Military Cross
 which he got for his success. Later on he made his way from Wadi Ais
 to Yambo, round the back of the great massif of Jebel Rudhwa, a new
 route. The two officers who have told us most about the railway south
 of el-Ala, are Lieut. N. W. Clayton and especially Major Davenport of
 the Egyptian Army. The first enabled us, in 1917, to compile a descrip?
 tion of the line between the stations of Abu Naam and Bowat, a stretch
 of 45 miles lying mostly in the valley of Wadi Hamdh. The second
 officer, in 1918, gave us, as the result of many observations made at
 different points of the line during more than a year, notes on the whole
 section from el-Ala southwards to a point between Bowat and Hafira,
 only about 25 miles short of Medina. The section, which we are thus
 enabled to describe, contains about 170 miles of the 200 previously
 unknown to us.
 Thanks, too, to these reconnaissances, much of the middle course of
 Wadi Hamdh has been both seen and mapped by our officers. Its lower
 course also, reckoned from the point where it quits the railway near the
 station of Jedaha to go down to the sea (about 200 miles), has been seen
 in very large part. As for the higher reaches of this final section, Lawrence,
 who went up from Wejd to Wadi Ais more than once, stayed in Abdullah's
 camp, and joined in raids to the railway, has visited and described the
 chief water-meeting, in the plain of Jurf, where about 15 miles west of
 the line three large affluents meet the Hamdh. The chief is Wadi Jizil,
 which comes down from the north, draining the Aueirid range and the
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 Hisma upland of Midian as well as the sandstone plateau on the east.
 Colonel S. F. Newcombe was in the upper part of this important
 Wadi while engaged in operations against the railway about Dizad and
 Khishm Sanaa, and found there a great reservoir of water, the Abu Raga
 pool, near which is a rock-cut Nabathaean inscription?an indication that
 perhaps an ancient trade-route descended the valley, making probably
 from Petra tp Yathrippa (Medina). The course of the main channel of
 Wadi Jizil runs roughly parallel to the railway at a distance of about 25
 miles, but is divided from it by a broad sandstone plateau, partly lava-
 capped. Lawrence, in May 1917, spent some days at Abu Raga, which is
 not spring-fed, but a survival of high flood-waters, and is brackish, although
 sweet water can be tapped easily in the Wadi bed hard by. The Jizil
 gorge is here a cleft in the red sandstone, about 200 yards across, and full
 of tamarisk growth in the bottom, with grass on the talus at the foot of the
 cliffs. But beautiful as the place is, it sufFers from fever?the curse of
 most deep sheltered spots in Arabia.
 After confluence with this group of affluents, the Hamdh turns west
 and falls down an ever-deepening valley, which the Pilgrim track from
 Wejh to Medina (Darb es-Sultani) avoids as far as possible, keeping for
 about two days' going to lateral valleys on the left bank, and then crossing
 the main Wadi and ascending a left-bank tributary. Those of our officers
 who followed that track saw little of the Hamdh; but Lawrence, on a
 journey back from Wadi Ais in March 1917, cut into it north of their
 crossing and followed its course for about a day's fast going?say between
 30 and 40 miles. He found it a rock-walled valley about 200 yards wide,
 full of brushwood in the bottom, very damp from the presence of ground-
 water, and clogged with mist at night. It contained a chain of pools.
 The last 100 miles of the main Wadi were explored from the mouth up-
 wards by one of our motor parties, accompanied by Lawrence, who also
 saw the lower Hamdh on another occasion, in January 1917, when
 accompanying Faisul's march from Yambo to Wejh. The Arab force
 crossed it about 8 miles from the sea, but double that distance from the
 actual outfall of the Wadi. The valley there, says Lawrence, is a depres-
 sion 15 miles wide, opening out seawards to a delta with a score of
 mouths; and the actual watercourse (or group of watercourses), at the
 foot of the long gravel slopes is a mile across from bank to bank, but
 broken up into innumerable shallow channels, divided by sandy hillocks
 a few feet high.
 Both the channels, whose surface is usually dry, and the hillocks are
 set with an extraordinarily thick jungle of tamarisk and tarfa, very hard
 to penetrate with camels. Large pools occur from time to time : the one,
 named Abu Zereibat, at which the column watered its animals, was 250
 feet long, 45 feet wide and 2 feet average depth. There were signs of
 rain-freshets in the channels, but not of any flood having filled the whole
 Wadi from bank to bank in recent times. The bed is a piecrust of saline
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 mud, with bands of clay and sand alternating, and its vegetation is bitter
 {hamdh) and unfit for camel food.
 These various observations,. though far from enabling us to descrir^e
 continuously the whole course of this important western main drain of
 Arabia, tell us pretty nearly all the things that as geographers we wanted
 to know. When an Arabian Wadi has been seen at so many points
 over about 250 miles of its course, it seldom retains any important
 secrets. The conditions of structure and relief in the peninsula are too
 uniform.
 2. Longitude Determination.
 From first to last (that is from 1917, when our officers obtained access
 to the inner Hejaz, up to the present moment) our chief solicitude has
 been to discover where the Hejaz railway from Maan to Medina should be
 placed on the map. We had previously no satisfactory determination of
 the longitude of any point in that long stretch of more than 500 miles.
 Even Medina, for all we could tell, might be 10 or 20 miles out of place
 on our maps. Remember that until 1919 a region so familiar to Europeans
 as the Aleppo district was charted very inaccurately, and Maan station,
 also often visited, has had to be moved about 4 miles to the south-east
 since Captain Bamford's survey in June 1918?of which more anon,
 This last change affected, of course, the question at issue very
 seriously, since Maan station is the starting-point of the section of the
 railway which we were trying to determine. It had been supposed a fixed
 position from which to start mapping the unknown.
 During 1917 no determination could be arrived at by a better method
 than that of compass and dead reckoning. Such was the method
 applied by Newcombe to the railway track from Dizad to Khishm
 Sanaa?about 30 miles?with the result that its position was pushed east-
 ward about 9 miles on the average, I understand, however, that though
 Newcombe's compass traverse is accepted as satisfactory, his reckoning of
 distance has been called in question: he is alleged to have credited his
 camels with a pace over rough mountain country more in accord with his
 own sanguine temperament than with their usual powers. A long way
 further south, about Abu Naam, Major Davenport and Captain Garrood,
 as the cumulative result of several traverses and reckoning, declared their
 conviction that this section of the railway had been mapped as much as
 20 milest too far to the east; and I believe Captain Garland, the first of
 our officers to reach it from the coast, agreed with them,. and that a
 similar result was attained by Lawrence's traverse and by the compUtations
 made by aeroplane pilots, flying from the coast to el-Ala, etc. It is
 quite possible that, while the line is mapped too far east south of Medain
 Salih, it may be too far west 200 miles further north ; and it is worthy of
 note that Mr. Carruthers' recent revision of Huber's observations shifted
 the line eastward in the neighbourhood of Newcombe's points to longi-
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 tudes not far from his. The uncertainty which these determinations
 caused was not lessened by the discovery that a chart in our hands, which
 purported to reproduce the original engineers' survey for the construction
 of the line south of el-Ala, failed to accord with ascertained facts at several
 southern points.
 Under all the circumstances, therefore, it seemed imperative to obtain
 for some stretch of the railway south of Maan a determination by 9
 surveyor, equipped with wireless for the reception of time-signals. An
 opportunity presented itself at last in the early summer of 1918, when
 some fifty continuous miles of track south of Maan had been thoroughly
 wrecked and through communication had ceased. Detachments of Turks
 were still holding stations south of the break; but with Faisul's army
 investing Maan and only small posts held by the enemy between that
 place and Tebuk, 150 miles away, our armoured cars could range south-
 ward along a very considerable stretch of the railway. The Field Survey
 Section, E.E.F., put at our disposal Captain Bamford, who had directed
 the*Colombo Observatory before the war; and in due course, properly
 staffed and equipped with field-wireless to pick up time-signals, he went
 by car as far south as Tell Shahm station, i.e. about 54 miles down
 the line from Maan. This point he fixed some distance to the west of
 its previously accepted position. Therefore if Newcombe and Carruthers
 are right in pushing Dizad out to the east, there must be some serious
 unmapped deflection of the line in the 160-mile interval between these
 stations. To settle this question we must, if possible, get the longi-
 tude of Tebuk, which lies about the middle of that interval, and an effort
 is being made now to have a fresh expedition sent down for this express
 purpose. Captain Bamford's original intention had been to proceed within
 close range of Mudowarra station, 70 miles south of Maan; but the
 cars, which were short of water, had had enough of it by the time they
 reached Tell Shahm, and Captain Bamford obtained only a distant sight
 of Mudowarra. Not two months later a detachment of Imperial Camel
 Corps, under Lieut. Buxton, rushed Mudowarra station, accounted for all
 its garrison nearly two hundred strong, and destroyed the place. It is a
 pity Captain Bamford was not with them then. Subsequently he deter-
 mined many points in the country which lies west of the line from Tell
 Shahm to Gueira and Maan, with the disturbing effect on the latter's
 accepted position which I have stated above.
 That is all that was done during the war to fix longitudes in Hejaz.
 It leaves, obviously, a great deal more still to do: the efforts to solve the
 second problem have done more to destroy old determinations than to
 establish new ones. But, still, both negatively and positively, progress
 has been made.
 3 In the course of the operations of 1917 and 1918 two blocks of
 the Hejaz slope were explored pretty thoroughly. The one is a broad belt
 whose sea-base stretches from Rabugh to Wejh (about 300 miles crow-fly,
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 not following the development of the coast), while it tapers slightly inland
 between a line drawn from Rabugh towards a point about 35 miles north
 of Medina and another line drawn along Newcombe's route from Wejh to
 Dizad. The inland base of this block is about 250 miles in crow-fly length.
 The other block is smaller, being a triangle with apex at Akaba, and base
 50 miles in length on the railway from Maan to Tell Shahm. Between
 the two remains the block of Midian, which except on the littoral and a
 short way inland we cannot map except from some sketchy material
 supplied by Burton in 1877. It is impossible within the limits of time
 and space allowed me here to describe in any detail all that has been
 added to our knowledge of the Arabian Red Sea Slope by the exploration
 of these two blocks. But I can say a few words on the general character
 of the Slope, which, with certain typical illustrations, will give you a better
 idea of it than we had previously. I am no geologist, least of all a palaeo-
 geologist, and can speak with no authority about the processes by which
 the present land-forms have come to be. The two most patent features
 of the Slope are the great hill masses, generally more or less isolated,
 which rise out of its lowest part, within short distances from the sea; and
 the long intermittent chain of lava-capped blocks which stand near its
 upper edge. Both of these groups of heights have many summits far
 overtopping the main water-parting ridge, which lies east of them all.
 The heights of the first or coastal class, e.g. Jebel Raal east of Wejh, and
 Jebel Rudhwa north-east of Yambo have no tableland character, but are
 fairly well marked peaks, and can hardly represent a former land-surface ;
 but being in certain known instances, e.g. Jebel Subh, south-west of
 Medina, and the Midianite chain?the most fantastically shaped mountains
 in Arabia - -of much older rocks than those of which the Slope in general
 (which is limestone) is composed, they represent, I presume, upheavals
 forced through the crust by the same telluric movement which has
 produced the eruptive activity and lava-patches further inland. The
 latter lie, table-wise, upon sandstones, and I suppose have conserved
 beneath them an elder surface of the peninsula. The disturbance, to
 which they witness, may be responsible for the hollowed shape of the
 Gable Ridge to the east, the drainage of whose northern two-thirds has
 no escape.
 The superficial aspect of the main limestone Slope, lying between and
 around these heights, has been described to us byour officers. In hollows
 and sandy places of the lava patches (harra), says Lawrence, you will
 find wonderful vegetation, the best grazing in the country; flowers grow
 freely, and the grass is really green and juicy. But on the denuded
 surfaces of the upper Slope, outside the harra, you get only stubbly grass
 of slate-green colour, white at the tips and growing in tufts over a foot
 high. In the wadis, as in Wadi Ais, there is to be found almost a
 luxuriance of high thorns and great tufts of coarse grass, with white
 butterflies flickering over them, and in the Jurf plain, and also on the
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 middle Hamdh, well-grown sidr trees. But generally what one sees in
 the hollows is very small thorns at wide intervals, with grass in patches,
 yellow-green and from knee to hand high, flowering so abundantly that
 all the slopes are furred white by the dancing bottle-brush heads (I am
 quoting Lawrence's words). You cannot call it, he says, verdure, but
 it is excellent pasture?"Add some brown tamarisk, broom, a great
 variety of flowers, and everything that has thorns, and you exhaust the
 usual vegetation of the Hejaz." The late Captain Royle, another officer
 of long experience in arid lands, found the lower part of the Slope,
 behind Wejh, surprisingly well wooded and full of game?guinea-fowl
 and red-legged partridge in the valleys, with ringdoves and pigeons; and
 on the open downs gazelles of two species, the Dorcas and the Loder,
 as well as ibex, hyena and jackal. There are also leopards and wolves
 (or wild dogs). The oryx and the ostrich seem not to be met with until
 the great rolling steppe east of the Hejaz railway is reached, and not
 then till near the Nefud. Lawrence, who rode across this steppe, called
 el-Hul, "the void," by the local Fejr Arabs, from near Muaddham to
 the wells of Arfaja in Wadi Sirhan in May 1917, bears witness that it
 is the most utterly barren tract he has seen in Arabia, destitute of all
 vegetable and animal life, even that of small rodents and of insects.
 There is only one well, Bir Fejr; but a chance rain-pool at Abu Ajaj
 helped the party. Nevertheless it lost a man by thirst; and an emissary
 sent out from Jauf by Nuri Shaalan to meet it perished by the same
 cause, having missed his rendezvous.
 The rolling country behind Wejh, with valleys for the most part wide
 and open, is not adapted to village settlement; and the Billi Arabs who
 inhabit it are sheer nomads, much more so than the Juheinah or the Harb
 to the south of them. There is said to be virtually no settlement in this
 block between the sea and the railway, except one garden, cultivated by
 a single Billi family at El-Kurr, on the track from Wejh to Jeyadah.
 Beside all this new ground that our military officers have explored in?
 land, our naval officers of the Red Sea patrol have added very greatly to
 our knowledge of the coast-line from Akaba to Aden. I will only attest that
 here; for to do their work any sort of justice would entail a separate paper.
 Sufficient to say what will perhaps be as new* to my hearers as it was to
 me in 1916?that before the war much of the eastern shore-line of the
 Red Sea, despite all previous Admiralty Surveys, was hardly better known
 in detail than, say, the shores of the Antarctic continent. Its formidable
 defence of triple coral reefs had kept it inviolate, within sight of one of
 the chief international waterways of the world. The skill and daring of
 the commanders of our patrol-ships have now found ways through those
 reefs, and left us little or nothing more to learn about the coastal develop?
 ment of either Hejaz or Asir-Yemen.
 4. Finally, a word on the Holy City of Medina, described indeed by
 Burckhardt, by Burton, by Wavell, but remaining less known to us than
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 Mecca. Its district on the south-west?the direction taken by the
 Pilgrims for Mecca?has ceased to be the terra incognita it was in 1916,
 when the Sherif used to inform us of skirmishes and advances at spots no
 one of which we could place. Now, since the surrender of Medina in
 January 1919, we have a Turkish staff map on a scale of 1: 50,000, which
 gives us all wells, posts, tracks and hills for 30 miles out of the city.
 More than that: it gives us, though in mmiature on that scale, a plan of
 Medina itself, the first we have had since Burton's sketch made nearly
 seventy years ago. I have had it enlarged ten diameters, so as to compare
 it with one on the scale of 1: 5000 which was clrawn in 1918, from native
 information, by a French officer, Captain Depui, attached to Emir
 Abdullah's H.Q. in Wadi Ais. Certain photographs, seized in the
 surrender from a Turkish military doctor, or taken by Arabs, show us
 much more of the aspect of the place than any amount of verbal descrip?
 tion will reveal. Especially interesting is one of the railway prolonged
 into the town and up to the outskirts of the Haram or Great Mosque,
 which contains the Tomb of the Prophet. This sanctuary was converted
 by Fakhri Pasha into an inner citadel in case of siege, and therein was
 stored the bulk of the Turkish munitions. A plane of ours once flew over
 the city, under strict engagement with Sherif Ali neither to photograph the
 Haram nor drop bombs. This condition was observed by Major Ross,
 the pilot, who used his camera only to record the railway station outside
 the Anbaria Gate; but the Gate itself and a little of the wall and the
 western quarter inevitably came into the lens. That is the only air view
 of Medina that I believe exists.
 The city, as all the plans show, is shaped somewhat like a kidney, with
 its indentation on the south. It is not large, its walls being only about
 a mile and a half in circumference, while its longest diameter, that from
 west to east, is a little over half a mile. If we may take (as we reasonably
 may) the Turkish staff map to be correctly orientated, then Captain Depui
 has got his north point slewed round towards north-west; but when
 adjustment is made, his sketch fits very fairly well over the Turkish plan.
 I do not know how Captain Depui drew it, whether from sketches supplied
 by Arabs who knew the city, or from any recollection of Burton's plan
 made in 1854, or from mere verbal descriptions. In any case, his is a very
 creditable attempt. Both his sketch and, still more, the Turkish plan
 show that the large palm gardens which in Burton's time occupied most.
 space within the walls in the western and southern quarters of the city,
 have been in great part built over, while considerable encroachments
 have been made on the central open space, the Manakha, through the
 north and east of which Fakhri brought a railway line to reach the south-
 west angle of the Haram precinct. Before the war Medina held a normal
 resident population of 40,000 souls, of whom a large proportion was of
 alien extraction, having settled after pilgrimage. The Turks deported, in
 1917 and 1918, something like three-quarters of the inhabitants, and, after
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 further ravages by disease, the urban population is now computed to be
 much under 10,000. It will be observed that the Hejaz railway, after
 being forced out to the west north of the city by the basaltic mass of
 Jebel Ohod, comes from north-west down to the south-west of the city
 before finding its terminus before the Bab el-Anbaria. Since it is at this
 gate also that most Pilgrims arrive by road from Mecca, I suppose the
 position of the station was chosen to facilitate their transit from road to
 rail and vice versd. Moreover, the Bab el-Anbaria is fortified, and just within
 it is a large hospice, while outside is a wide camping-ground. Fakhri
 Pasha and a special committee sent from Damascus in 1917 announced
 a scheme for the rebuilding and modernization of the city; but all that
 happened in fact was the destruction of a great number of the houses for
 the sake of their beams and other woodwork required to feed the loco-
 motives on the Hejaz railway. The large palm plantations outside the
 city on the east and north-east, in which the garden suburb of Awali is
 situated, were much ravaged by the Turkish soldiery early in the Revolt,
 and the Beni Ali, a Shiite section of the Harb tribe, who cultivated them,
 were massacred. Fakhri then commandeered the plantations and had
 them tended by forced labour till the surrender of the city in January
 1919.
 Before the paper the President said : A few meetings ago a Cambridge
 Professor urged upon us that travellers in distant parts of the Empire and other
 regions of the world should possess a very much higher scientific training than
 they did. He recommended that they should be trained in geography,
 surveying, natural history, zoology, and a great number of other sciences.
 Well, this evening we have here only an Oxford man, and as a consequence he
 is four boat-lengths behind Cambridge. I think he already admits that he is
 not a geologist, and I dare say if we pressed him he would admit he was not a
 zoologist or an entomologist or a botanist, or perhaps even an anthropologist ;
 but anyhow he is the best that we can flnd outside Cambridge. He has, as you
 know, devoted almost a lifetime to the study of the arohaeology and the peoples
 and geography of the Near East. We, at any rate, considered him worthy of
 the Gold Medal of our Society, and l am sure that we shall have an exceed?
 ingly interesting lecture from him this evening. I ask Commander Hogarth to
 give us his address.
 Commander Hogarth then read the paper printed above, and a discussion
 followed.
 The President : The lecturer referred to the great work done on the
 other side of Arabia and right through the centre of Arabia by Mr. Philby.
 Mr. Philby lectured to us last April upon one part of his journey, and he is
 lecturing to us in a few weeks' time about another part, and during the last
 fortnight we have awarded him our highest award?the Gold Medal of our
 Society. The lecturer this evening has referred principally to the work on the
 Hejaz side, but we shall be very glad if Mr. Philby will give us some account
 of how what has been described this evening connects up with the work he
 himself did on the farther side.
 Mr. H. St. J. B. Philby : I feel rather reluctant to inflict myself on you
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